Type of Meeting: Meeting of the Council
Meeting Facilitator: Abby Walsh, GSA Chair
Invitees: Graduate Student Body
Notetaker: Jane Komori

5:00—Introductions

5:10—**Information Item:** Tax Prep Seminars
Will be held on February 7 5:30pm in the GSC

5:15—**Action Item:** Vote in Department Representatives

   Elizabeth, Psych
   Unanimous, 10 votes yes

5:20—**Information and Action Item:** Community Support for Surveillance Ordinance
Temp check on voting: unanimous thumbs up (12)
Vote: 11 yes, 1 abstain

5:25—**Information and Action Item:** Funding for seismic infrastructure
Temp check: 9 yes, 4 maybe, one no
Vote: 9 yes, 0 opposed, 6 abstain

5:30—**Information Item:** Resolution to Cap Admin Pay
Temp check on tabling until March: 10 thumbs up, 2 sideways, 1 down

5:35—Department check-ins

5:45—End